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Market

Environment

• Asset managers are facing uncertainty and 
new challenges, including evolving capital 
markets and weakened industry economics

• Crisis responses will reflect leadership risk 
tolerances as well as growth ambitions 
going into recovery

• Health and safety of employees and clients 
will be a top priority, and leadership must 
consider current dynamics as they resume 
normal operations

• Asset managers will need to make not only 
near-term decisions but also plot a longer-
term post-pandemic strategy centered around 
key strategic priorities

Implications 

for Managers

Strategic

Priorities

• Leaders of asset managers will make a series of 
tough decisions across seven different themes:

o Redesign organizational culture
o Outsource, automate, and simplify
o Modernize engagement for remote 

delivery
o Reactivate active management
o Reevaluate globalization
o Leverage M&A to drive value

Document Overview

Executive Summary
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Market downdraft impact is still uncertain
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Key Differences

• Separation of impact on economy 
vs. financial system

• Faster government intervention

• Better bank capitalization

• Different structure and depth of 
capital markets

Source: S&P Capital IQ

S&P Index 
Level at Trough

?

2,305

667

Associated Risks

• Operational stress from rapid shift 
in working model

• Liquidity concerns with potential 
for systemic issues

• Health and safety concerns for 
personnel

Market Environment

Long-term asset manager financial impact will depend partly on the length and depth of the crisis 
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Source: Morningstar, eVestment, Casey Quirk analysis

Market Environment

So far, investor behavior has directionally mirrored the global financial crisis

Flight to safety A shift away from active equity and credit

Shift to 
passive

Consistent 
Sell-off

$416.8

$-767.8

Money 
Market

Total ex-MMF

Global Net New Flow, 1Q 2020
$b, Open End Funds, ETFs, SMA and Pooled/Commingled

Global Net New Flow, 1Q 2020
$b, Open End Funds, ETFs, SMA and Pooled/Commingled

154

-51

-200
-133

-93

-459

FixedEquity

14-2

Alternative Allocation

Passive Active

Retail investors led outflows

-0.6%

-0.3%

Retail Institutional

Global Net New Flow as a % of BoP AUM1

1Q2020
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Source: Casey Quirk Performance Intelligence, S&P Capital IQ, eVestment, Morningstar

Market Environment

The starting point for asset managers today is substantially weaker than its position entering the GFC

55

46

2007 2019

34%

28%

2007 2019

2.2%

0.8%

2007-08 2016-19

32%

39%

2007-08 2016-19

Lower Growth

Organic Growth
2007-08 vs. 2016-2019

Average over period

Less Profitable

Median Operating Margin
2007 vs. 2019

Higher Fixed Costs

Non-C&B as % of Total Cost
2007-08 vs. 2016-2019

Average over period

Lower Fee

Median Realized Fee
2007 vs. 2019, bps
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Market Environment

Asset declines are already taking their toll on manager financials

… already impacting manager economics

-7.3%

Revenue Growth
Q1 Total Revenue (vs. Q4), 

Diversified Public Asset 
Managers

Assets under pressure …

Asset Growth
Quarterly Growth in LT AUM (YE 2019 
to end-Q1), Global Industry Estimate

-14.4%

Source: Morningstar, eVestment, Public Filings, Casey Quirk Performance Intelligence Benchmarking Study

-6.7%

-2.5%

Cost Growth
Q1 Total Operating Expense 
(vs. Q4), Diversified Public 

Asset Managers

Margin Change
Q1 Margin Change Growth 
(vs. Q4), Diversified Public 

Asset Managers
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Market Environment

Capital markets are also starting to look different in several ways

Number of Listed Companies
Developed Countries, Thousands, 2008-2018

Top 5 Global Central Bank Assets1

$T, 2008-2020

0.5

1.5

0.0

1.0

2.0

2.5

3.0

1Includes: U.S. Federal Reserve, Bank of England, European Central Bank, Swiss National Bank, Bank of Japan
Source: World Bank, Thompson Reuters, World Development Indicators, Preqin, Central Bank News

Fewer firms are 
listing on exchanges

Dry powder is at 
an all-time high

Central bank assets 
are at historic levels
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• Reduced choice for retail investors

• Greater leverage from indexing in 
public markets

• Increased power of private markets 
players

• Illiquidity risk/reward debates

• Potential for wider secondary 
markets

Credit spreads 
below GFC levels

• Investments required with zero or 
negative risk free rates

• Governments become massive asset 
managers

• Greater need for inflation protection

• Growing potential of systemic risk

• Need for distressed asset managers

Credit Spread
Baa Corporate vs. 10 Yr. US Treasury

$T, 2008-2020
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Implications:
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Implications for Asset Managers

Unlike the 2008-09 financial crisis, this health crisis also has social impacts that will influence asset managers

Health
Tracking

There will be a heightened 
need for surveillance and 

risk management 
as employees return to the 

workplace

Digital
& AI

Investment managers
ahead of the digital curve 

will outperform in the 
recovery

BoundariesCorporate Purpose

Businesses with strong 
corporate purpose are 
stepping up to support 

response efforts and 
communities thru ESG and 

activism

Innovation

Brand and customer trust 
will lead the recovery of 

risk appetite for investors

People are more focused 
on boundaries – operating 

across physical and 
geographic distances will 
become crucial for asset 

managers
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CN: 2nd Half  
2020

1st Half 
2021

1st Half 
2021

Rest of World
Recession, with 

Recovery in H1 2021

JP: 2nd Half 
2020

Rest of Asia
1st Half 2021

Case 1: Mild Economic Case Case 2: Harsh Economic Case

CN: 2nd Half  
2021

2nd Half 
2021

2nd Half 2021

Rest of World
2nd Half 2021

JP: 2nd Half 
2021

Case 3: Severe Economic Case

CN: 2022 

Severe 
Outbreak in 

2021

2022
2022

Rest of World
2022

JP:2022

The epidemic continues into 2021 until either crowd 
immunity and/or a vaccine. Economic recovery by mid-2022.  
Risk of cascading outbreaks with feedback loops, limiting 
recovery

• Financial system breaks down despite CB efforts

• Fiscal stimulus is substantial, but fails to boost spending

• Many business failures and household disruptions

• Widespread and enduring nationalization of industries 

The virus abates and then peaks across geographies. 
Economic recovery begins late 2021. Recovery slow in 
early 2022 and speeds up by H2 2022

• Chinese economy rebounds slowly

• Deep and prolonged recession in West, affecting supply chains 
and consumer demand

• Fiscal stimulus limits business failures, but does not boost 
spending

Economic activity rebounds in late 2020. Recovery 
initially slow, but speeds up in H2 2021 as consumers 
become more confident

• Dramatic change in behavior and public policy

• Deep but quick recessions in EU and US; sm./med. 
businesses disproportionately impaired

• Substantial fiscal programs in EU/US limit damage 

Real GDP Growth 2020

Economy

Timing of Economic Recovery by Region

Rest of Asia
1st Half 2021

Rest of Asia 2022

Implications for Asset Managers

The duration and severity of the crisis remains unclear

6 
Quarters

9 
Quarters

12
Quarters

USA

-5%

EU

-5%

China

3%

Japan

0%

USA

-8%

EU

-8%

China

1%

Japan

-3%

USA

-10%

EU

-10%

China

-3%

Japan

-6%

Source: Deloitte Consulting
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Tactical Reductions
Targeted cuts to compensation and discretionary 

expenses within existing operating models

Front Office Transformation
Structural change to front office and supporting 

capabilities

Structural Consolidation
Proactive inorganic approach amidst 

industry consolidation

• Adjust the compensation budget incrementally

• Modestly reduce the T&E, marketing, and 
discretionary expense budgets

• Reorient long-term business model for franchise 
survival

• Leverage M&A as primary source of value 
creation/protection

• Strategically realign the front-office expense base

• Rationalize non-core products, channels, markets

• Reassess formulaic compensation schemes

• Transform the operating model via technology

Implications for Asset Managers

Asset managers should prepare for any of three potential scenarios

Projected Asset Management Industry Impact (change in run-rate relative to 2019 YE)

Case 1: Mild Economic Case Case 2: Harsh Economic Case Case 3: Severe Economic Case
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Near-Term Implications for Asset Managers

During this uncertain time, asset management firms can be sure of at least four primary principles

Health and safety are the 
priority as we attempt 
to ‘return to normal’

Building a flexible business becomes a higher priority – cost optimization, 
focus, and investment in technology become your best friends

The economic cushion is 
much lower than 

the GFC, requiring action

Virtual interactions will 
become far more the norm

Communicating a ‘return to business’ plan is job #1 – HR And Operations 
leadership will be essential over the next year

Constructing a durable virtual operation is necessary now – sustainable 
WFH operations and long-term work culture protocols must be developed  

Credit and liquidity 
risk may amplify

Investors and intermediaries will seek asset managers with strong, 
transparent risk management protocols to navigate potential defaults
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≈10% of revenueCurrent Op-Ex (as % of Rev.)

Implications for Asset Managers

Tactical across-the-board cost cutting, mostly effective in 2008-9, may not be sufficient this time…

Asset Manager Expense Base
As % of Total Operating Expense, median 

per expense line, all firms, 2018

Not all parts of asset management cost structures can be easily streamlined

16%

14%

11%

5%

5%

4%

4%

2%

Benefits

Base Compensation

Cash Variable

1%

LTI

IT Systems & Data

Marketing

Rent

T&E

Other G&A2

“Quick Wins” adjustments may fail to match expected revenue declines

1Based on figures from the 2008-9 crisis  2Other G&A includes: Asset & account-linked expenses, allocations, charitable donations/CSR & professional services) 
Source: Casey Quirk Performance Intelligence

Estimated Run-Rate Operating Expense Savings 
& Revenue % Change at Lowest Point (2020-2021E)

Cut T&E and Marketing 
Budget by 25%

Tactical Cost Reduction
Past Strategies1

Decrease bonuses by 50%

Haircut base compensation 
budget by 10%

10% 10% 10%

-14%
-19%

-25%

Mild Case Harsh Case Severe Case

Tactical
cost reduction

-4%

-9%

-15%

Margin Impact
at bottom 
if no other

action taken

Potential revenue 
downside
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Implications for Asset Managers

…and leaders will need to make tougher strategic decisions focused on crisis and post-crisis competition

Resources and energy should be placed on 
profitable, growing products and segments

75th Percentile
Median
25th Percentile

Asset Manager Capital Allocation Framework

Managers  will need to make strategic decisions that 
will impact their future business profile and trajectory

1 Less Complex firms defined as those with dominant channel, product and geography accounting for >50% of AUM; 2 More Complex firms defined as those with no single product, channel or geography accounting for more than 40% of overall AUM
Source: Casey Quirk Performance Intelligence, Casey Quirk analysis

35%

30%

Less Complex1 More Complex2

• Current footprint and traction
• Engagement model, support, and toolkit
• Investment products, packaging, and pricing

Which segments represent meaningful opportunities?

Client Prioritization

• Credible, differentiated teams and investment processes
• Long-term value creation and outperformance
• Durable/structural return drivers or economies of scale

Where do we have true competitive advantage?

Investment Capabilities

• Product requirements
• Distribution resourcing, messaging, and productivity
• Global workforce and development/support needs

Does our global presence positively impact economics?

Geographic Footprint

As managers increase in complexity, 
margins are negatively impacted

High

High

Run off select 
business lines to 
free resources

Differentiated 
initiatives to be 

prioritized

New capabilities 
that must be 

acquired

Reallocate Harvest
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outsized expenses

Current Competitive PositioningLow

Manager Operating Margins
By manager type, all firms, average between 2016– 2019
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Medium-Term Implications for Asset Managers

The crisis will lead many asset managers to explore transformational change

Rising national boundaries, travel 
interruptions, and different recovery 
rates necessitate evaluation on role 

and impact of global operations

Reevaluate

Globalization

Active management must adapt to 
different capital markets, a new focus 

on social outcomes, and delivering 
long-term value in multiple ways

Reactivate Active 

Management

Traditional distribution models, 
heavily reliant on in-person 
engagement, will adapt in a 

potentially protracted environment

Modernize Client 

Engagement 

Redesign 

Organizational Culture

As the working model is upended, 
reinforce and remake the culture for 

the next-generation

Firms will look to drive efficiency and 
cost reduction in repeatable or non-

essential processes

Outsource, Automate and 

Simplify

In market stress, well capitalized firms 
will use M&A to access new markets, 
acquire new capabilities, and drive 

scale benefits

Leverage M&A to

Drive Value
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Adapt Organizational Culture

A work-from-home dynamic will spur asset managers to tackle key decisions that will define their culture

Investment managers have experienced success built off a 
culture developed via in-person interaction Four key decisions will influence the culture of the future

Afford 
opportunities for 

team-building

Inspire 
continuous 

informal 
interactions

Central to high 
levels of trust

Make team feel 
connected to 

others

Foster 
information 

sharing

The erosion of in-person 
interactions places 

organizational culture at risk

Redesign 

Organizational Culture

• Re-negotiation of social contract between portfolio managers and 
the organization

• Centralization and integration considerations vs. autonomy 

Investments Organization Design

• Key decision support platforms and collaboration technology

• Processes to formalize professional development

• Incentives to tie federated talent to organizational objectives

• Replacement of unstructured leadership and training

• Operational considerations on inflexible processes (e.g. trading)

Workforce Deployment Implications

Execution Tool Requirements

Physical Space Requirements

• Scale of physical footprint required in a post-COVID world

• Location of remaining physical locations and re-location 
considerations
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Strategic Priorities

Assess processes to automate, standardize and outsource to reduce cost and improve efficiency

Conduct an assessment of organizational tasks to be optimized

Outsource 

and Automate
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Degree of 
Standardization

Illustrative Assessment by Capability

Evaluate non-core 
activities for opportunities 

to more aggressively 
move activities to non-

captive owners or 
offshore locations.  

Evaluate processes 
and systems for 
redundancy and 

consolidation 
opportunities.

Optimize
Workflow

Outsource 
or Offshore

IT Training

IT Workforce 
Management

IT Support Request 
Management Regulatory 

Reporting
Client 

Reporting

Tax Reporting
Financial Reporting

Contracts

Accounting 
BOR

Investment 
BOR

Reconciliations

Trade 
Routing

Trade 
Settlement

Fundamental and 
Quant Research

Investment Policy

Client Onboarding

Counterparty 
Management

Portfolio Analytics / 
Construction

Consumer and 
Market Research

Transfer Agent Ops 
and Admin

Client Reg Reporting

Front to Back 
Reconciliations

Trade Order 
Generation

Trade Order 
Execution

Economic 
Forecasting

Relationship 
Management

Sales Reporting

Trade Confirmation

Data 

Governance 

and Quality

Risk Analytics

Automate

Evaluate and 
prioritize 

organizational 
tasks that can 
be automated

Address key drivers of 
operational cost and complexity

Make critical decisions on who does 
work, where it gets done, and how it 
gets done

Operating model considerations

Reduce cost on physical space, move 
resource to lower cost locations, and 
address incentives

Consolidate technology platforms that 
add cost and complicate workflow

Technology Platform Simplification

Location Strategies
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Strategic Priorities

Distribution and CX will need to change to a new environment that minimizes in-person engagement

Modernize Engagement 

for Remote Delivery

CX Applications 

Client Analytics Engine

Algorithms and models that find actionable patterns in client and prospect behavior

Integrated Data Repository

Database technology that unifies client, prospect and competitive information from various sources

Marketing

• Client micro-segmentation
• Content management
• Marketing automation
• Web
• RFP databases

Sales

• CRM
• IP driven sales tools
• Mobile sales collateral
• Digitized relationship knowledge
• Digital onboarding

Service

• Flexible, interactive reporting
• Portfolio analyzers
• Self-service account management
• Digital servicing tools

Te
ch

n
o

lo
gy

Entice Enter Engage
Extend• Client development will be 

harder without in-person 
interactions

• Greater reliance on 
marketing and use of digital 
triggers to guide client 
engagement

• Trust building requires new 
techniques

• Higher gating requirements 
as buyers enjoy schedule 
flexibility and bite size 
interactions

• Self service increasingly 
preferred

• PM’s experience less travel 
demands

• Shared analytics becoming a 
highlighted experience

• Heightened emphasis on 
relationship tenure and on-
sell

• Questions raised about 
geographic footprint and 
resourcing mix

Changes in the client 
journey…

…will place greater 
emphasis on 
distribution 

technology and client 
data capabilities

Changes in the Client Journey

Implications and Distribution Technology Support
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-

Strategic Priorities

Innovate active management to consolidate share amidst the crisis

Reactivate Active 

Management

Sell or reboot talent Enhance investment process

Shutdown/sunset Reduce delivery cost

M
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Transformation Viability

Assessment Result:
High market potential, 
but transformation 
hindered by cost, culture 
or skill

Assessment Result:
Highly malleable strategies within a category with high 
demand or performance potential

Assessment Result:
Low quality strategies, 
with limited external 
demand or path to 
transformation

Assessment Result:
Strategies or teams with a high potential for 
transformation, but little market viability

1. Systematize investment functions

2. Optimize talent, data, and workflow

3. Rationalize products

4. Align pricing with performance

1. Inject new synthesis techniques and data

2. Extend across the liquidity spectrum

3. Add value through activism

Illustrative Assessment Outputs and Resulting Strategic Priorities

Source: Casey Quirk analysis

…then set a path to transform their investment platform

Transformation Potential Market Potential

Strategy 
Assessment

Outper-
formance
Potential

Talent & 
Culture

Cost

Demand
Investment 

Skill

Pricing

Strong

Weak

Key Metrics:
• Process
• People

Key Metrics:
• Willingness to 

adapt 
• Coachability
• Leadership

Key Metrics:
• Cost of operation
• Contribution margin
• Synergy benefits

Key Metrics:
• Projected active flows
• Buyer sensitivity 

Key Metrics:
• Market rate pricing
• Fee compression

Key Metrics:
• Share outperforming 

managers
• Performance dispersion

Managers must assess their portfolio of strategies …

Investment Strategy Assessment Framework
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Strategic Priorities

The crisis will force managers to retrench, or double down and extend, global operations

Multi-Market**Single Market*

Top 500 Asset Managers by Market Focus

3-Yr. Organic 
Growth

• Evaluate tradeoffs of retrenching, maintaining the status quo, or 
extending/redirecting home country resources globally

• Select regions/countries should be considered for sale or closure 
to improve focus and profitability

Assess global productivity

• Unique regional business needs will require forging partnerships 
aimed at addressing regional nuances 

• Partnerships aimed at creating cost synergies and providing access 
to captive distribution pools will be key to defending margins

Explore transformative partnerships

Median Operating Margin
2016-2019, %

Global firms are growing more slowly and have smaller margins Change Initiatives

* Single market defined as firms with AUM >60% from home market; ** multi-market defined as firms with no single market >60% of total assets
Source: Pensions & Investments, Casey Quirk Performance Intelligence, Casey Quirk Analysis

• As crisis recovery will be staggered globally, regional leadership 
will need the mandate to make strategic choices unique to their 
geography

• Indefinite timeline to “normal” travel highlights new siloed reality 

Empower regional leadership

Reevaluate

Globalization

33%

27%

1.9% .7%
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Industry M&A will drive growth & opportunity for many managers emerging from this crisis…

Strategic Priorities

M&A and strategic partnerships will emerge as major change catalysts

…but face changing dynamics 
amidst the crisis period

Leverage M&A to

Drive Value

Enterprise-wide M&A
Bolt-on Capability 

Transactions
Internal Business                 
Unit Integration

321

 Spread cost across a larger asset base 
and optimize operating platform

 Recognize “go-it-alone” strategy is 
untenable

 Leverage complementary geographic 
market coverage with specialist 
knowledge

 Enhance customer experience, and 
toolkit

 Create a global brand

 Broaden asset class capability to gain 
more benefit from investment in 
technology and data

 Leverage distribution capabilities

 Bolster asset base and create at-scale 
capabilities

 Create asset allocation offering at the 
center of the investment engine

 Access new clients or deliver 
differentiated client experiences

 Realize market dynamics can no 
longer support redundant costs

 Seek operational efficiencies in 
middle and back-office functions

 Leverage “single spine” architecture 
across front-to-back office

 Unify marketing and brand under 
centralized campaigns

 Develop single product suite to 
streamline go-to-market efforts

• Merger of equals
• Market segment consolidation

• New investment bolt-ons
• New distribution channels
• Vertical integration

• Multi-affiliate integration
• Functional streamlining
• Front-to-back transformation
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Chain

Economic 
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Return Generation in a Low-Interest Rate World
Expansionary monetary policy continues to elevate the 
portfolio role of risk assets

Portfolio Guidance to Savers
As practitioners, investment managers will deliver 
market-leading allocation advice providing savers with 
the confidence and clarity to achieve their objectives

Risk Allocation & Capital Deployment
Asset managers remain at the intersection of 
risk allocation and capital deployment, both 

critical recovery dynamics

Long-Term Perspective
Asset managers remain one of the longer-

perspective participants in the financial system

Strategic Priorities

Asset management will play a critical role in the recovery
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Implications for Asset Managers

The crisis is being viewed as a transformation accelerator within three out of four of investment managers

75%

25%

0%
0%Tactical Cuts

Rapid cuts to compensation 
and headcount with minimal 

long-term structural 
changes

Transformation Accelerator
Substantial strategic decisions on re-

tooling the front office and 
transforming the operating model

Corporate Citizen
Minimizing changes to headcount in 

favor of reducing earnings and/or 
management compensation

Wait and See:
Minimizing decisions until there is 

further clarity on the revenue impact

27%

19%

6%

-13%

-25%

-31%

-38%

-44%

-56%

-75%

-81%

-81%

Sales enablement

Location reduction

M&A

Technology

Client-facing applications

Investment technology

Data management

Product rationalization

Applications / systems modernization

Product launches

0%

New client channel expansion

Location expansion

Investments

Distribution

Middle / Back-office

Shared services

0%

0%

0%

Accelerated

Slowed, 
Stopped or 
Cancelled

Source: Casey Quirk CSO COVID Pulse Survey

Leaders are viewing this time as a period to accelerate 
transformational change

However, the strategic agenda has been 
re-prioritized as a result of the crisis 

Impact to the Strategic Agenda
Heads of Strategy, Net Positive vs. Negative

Organizational Response to Crisis
Heads of Strategy, by Count
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Implications for Asset Managers

Cost reduction initiatives are being accelerated to offset the capital market impact of revenues

47%

43%

33%

29%

20%

17%

Data and technology spend

Renegotiate service provider contracts

Process improvement / automation

Location strategies

Governance structure

Compensation

Outsourcing of non-core activities

Headcount

0%

0%

Accelerated

Slowed

100%

87%

87%

60%

53%

53%

50%

40%

Compensation

Process improvement / automation

Renegotiate service provider contracts

Governance structure

Data and technology spend

Location strategies

Headcount

Outsourcing of non-core activities

Most Common Cost Reduction Initiatives
Pre-Crisis, % Yes of Total

Change in Cost Initiative
Net Slowed vs. Accelerated

Source: Casey Quirk CSO COVID Pulse Survey

A wide range of cost reduction initiatives were already 
underway at many investment managers

Efforts around service providers and location strategies 
are being accelerated to offset crisis impact


